Natural Wovens Installation Instructions
Installation with Wing Nut Brackets
ROMAN & ROLL-UP SHADES
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Your Natural Woven shade is custom made using the finest materials available.
Each shade includes all necessary installation hardware and has been checked for
operation and alignment. The following instructions are for the two most common
installation types.

Secure the cord cleat in a suitable location beside the shade with the screws provided. While
the shade is fitted with an auto-lock pulley, it is advisable to use the cleat for any excess cord.
(Figures C & D)
Fig. D
Fig. C

Measure for Bracket Placement

Hold your shade up to the window (Figure A). Determine
where the shade brackets will be positioned. Drill suitable
holes for the type of fasteners to be used.
Inside Mount Installations (ceiling or window casement)

Fig. A

Shade is measured and assembled to fit inside window
casement. Install mounting brackets at the top of casing
with screws placed at opposite corners.
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Remove wing nuts. Slide headrail into position making sure
that bolts are visible in the slots (Figure B). Tighten wing
nuts.
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Securing The Cord Cleat

Outside Mount Installations (wall)

Shade is measured and assembled to overlap the window
casing. Install mounting brackets in wall with screws placed
at opposite corners.

Remove wing nuts. Slide headrail into position making sure
that bolts are visible in the slots (Figure B). Tighten wing
nuts.

Installing Hold Downs

For shades with Edge Bindings or Scalloped Hems
please use dual lock hold-down fasteners to adhere.

Dual Lock Hold Down Fastener

For Standard Shades, Straight Hem with Trim, and
Wood Bars use the plastic hold-down brackets.
Fig. B
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Installing Cord Tensioner

Plastic Hold Down Brackets

Mount the Tensioner to the wall to hold the cord.
The following items are included with the Cord
Tensioner part and are shipped with the shade:

(1) Mounting Bracket - Small
(1) Mounting Bracket - Large
(2) Mounting to Wall Screw 3/4”
(1) Housing to Mtg. Bracket Screw 3/8”
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Natural Wovens Installation Instructions
Operating Instructions
WOVEN SHADE OPERATION & ADJUSTMENT

Yarn and wood used on these fabrics have been specially selected. The wood slats retain
the grain texture and irregularities inherent in natural wood of this type. The selection of
pattern and yarns combines this natural wood with the most contemporary colors for a
truly unique window fabric.
SHADE OPERATION

Both Roman & Roll-Up shades have the same basic hardware and operating procedure.
Cords, whether installed on the left or right side, have the same locking mechanism. To
raise the shade, merely pull on the cord and release the cord when the shade is at the
desired height. To lower the shade, pull the cord to the center of the shade with a slight
tug. Then keeping tension on the cord at that angle slowly let the cord go up, thus lowering
the shade. If the shade should bind, check the cord alignment over the pulley (under
the valance).

Natural Wovens
Installation Instructions
Congratulations on your purchase! Your shade has been custom made to your
specifications and is one of the finest window treatments available. Before you
unwrap your shade, please take a few moments to read these instructions. With
careful installation and periodic cleaning your shade will provide you with many
years of trouble free service.
Your shade includes the following:

- Two installation brackets
- Mounting screws
- Additional support brackets if your blind
requires them

SHADE ADJUSTMENT

Your shade has been carefully inspected and adjusted by the factory, but minor
adjustments may be necessary once it has been installed. The yarns in your woven
shade are flexible enough to permit minor adjustment horizontally and vertically for proper
alignment on your window. If the bottom of your shade becomes uneven, merely pull down
on either side to stretch the yard and align the shade.

If your shade doesnʼt lie flat against the wall or window, roll the shade tightly from the
bottom and twist roll clockwise on one side, counter clockwise on the other, and this will
align yarns and slats. Should a strand of yarn slip off the edge of the shade, remove the
strand from top to bottom - this will in no way affect the strength of the shade.
SHADE MAINTENANCE
Clean by vacuuming.
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PLEASE FOLLOW THESE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Choose the Correct Fastener:

No. 8 sheet metal screws
for wood and aluminum

Included Fastener

Self drilling hex head for aluminum
Rawly plug and sheet
metal screw for concrete

Molly bolt for dry wall
Toggle bolt for lathe and
plaster or drywall

Alternate Fasteners (not included)

